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ALEXANDER DIETZ

hat the nay-sayers don’t understand,” declares the junior senator from Illinois, “is that this
election has never been about me. It’s been
about you.”
He has a point. This has been a fascinating campaign, featuring a fascinating cast
of caricatures: the well-coiffed Huey Long
wannabe and his alter ego, the wisecracking
evangelical, the metamorphosing Mormon
from Massachusetts, the Law & Order star,
America’s Mayor™, and Lady Macbeth out
to take power in her own right, with a legendary but uncontrollable husband in tow. After
nearly two years, citizens must now choose
between a messianic, perhaps quietly radical political novice with a motor-mouthed
sidekick, and a war hero with neocon sympathies and a beauty-queen running-mate.
Yet the personality drama that has
dominated the airwaves and the ethernet
cables is not the only engaging thing about
this contest. Instead, what has been particularly noteworthy is what it has revealed
about “you,” about the American people.
On television, we have seen glimpses of
independent-minded New Hampshirites,
racist West Virginians, Ron Paul revolutionaries, older women who felt in their bones
that an upstart was no match for their heroine, and conservative activists loathe to accept as their standard-bearer someone who
not long ago toyed with the idea of leaving
the Republican Party and running on a ticket with John Kerry. And we have not had to
look far to find members of a postmodern
Children’s Crusade as enthralled with the
idea of seeing their man in power as they
are about the prospect of a touchscreen
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MacBook.
These are all stereotypes, of course. If
one wishes to truly find out what this election has meant for people, and revealed
about them, he must look not at abstract
demographic groups and polling data, but at
individuals. To that end, I spoke with Mike
Hawley, a sophomore, president of the Tufts
Republicans, and Shana Hurley, a junior,
president of the Tufts Democrats, who had
surprisingly candid and telling things to say
about their brief lives as observers of and
participants in the political process.
I also reflected on my own struggles
to make the right choice, and to defend my
vote to the many people for whom I have
affection and admiration but who were
devoted to the other side. I include these
thoughts not because my opinions are especially important or representative, but because (I think) I know myself better than I
know anyone else—after all, I hang out with
me all the time. As with Hawley, Hurley, and
many readers of these pages, this campaign,
which began just a few months after my arrival at Tufts and is still going strong as I
enjoy my junior year, has not just been an
entertaining diversion for me. It has become
a defining aspect of our college lives and,
indeed, of ourselves.
The Auto-Mile Republican
It will shock no one to learn that the
head of the Tufts Republicans is voting for
John McCain. “I suppose I could give you
a laundry list of positions where he lines
up with me,” Hawley says, but “the more
general underlying principle that leads me
to vote for him is, he’s a conservative, he

believes in an aggressive national defense,
and he is pro-life.”
McCain was not Hawley’s first choice.
“I was for Fred Thompson first, which was
rather a disappointing misadventure. Fred
Thompson dropped out, and maybe for
three weeks I supported Mitt Romney.” I’ve
been the kiss of death for every candidate
I’ve supported,” he says ominously.
Hawley was raised in Norwood, Massachusetts, “Home of the Auto Mile,” as he
often notes. “Our town actually looks a lot
like middle America with a large number of
churches and a town common where there
are still crèches at Christmas and readings
of the Declaration of Independence on the
Fourth of July.” Still, it is Massachusetts,
“where you can see the glorious promise
of the worker’s paradise lived out in its full
potential.”
Compared to the average Bay-Stater,
his parents are fairly to the right. His mother
used to listen to conservative talk radio, especially Howie Carr, when she would drive
him home from kindergarten. But he rejects
the suggestion that he is only a Republican
because his parents are Republicans. “It
doesn’t appeal to me to think my political
philosophy stems from some subconscious
desire for parental approval or something,
because in fact, I’m considerably more conservative than my parents,” he says.
It wasn’t until sixth grade that Hawley
realized his political inclinations. His class
was supposed to memorize the preamble
to the Declaration of Independence, “and
so I was just reading the words, so at one
point it occurred to me to listen to what it
was saying,” he says. “And, you know, ‘To
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RYAN STOLP

secure these rights, governments are instituted among men.’ Reading those words, it
kind of made intuitive sense to me, and this
is what I think the Republican Party does
much better than the Democratic Party.”
Rejecting the Daddy Party
Barack Obama has long been Hurley’s candidate. She cried watching his 2004
speech to the Democratic National Convention, and when she learned that people like
Samantha Power and Susan Rice were guiding his national security platform, she “felt
strongly that his worldview was… the first
truly post-Cold War worldview that we’ve
seen.” In the end, she says, she trusts his
judgment.
Hurley was raised in an upper-middle
-class suburb in Connecticut by a “touchyfeely liberal” social worker mother from
New York City and a Rockefeller Republican father “who doesn’t know his party anymore,” but hesitates to vote for Obama. She
believes her family wouldn’t be where it is if
it hadn’t been for government support, such
as the GI Bill.
Hurley’s political awakening happened
when she was in seventh grade, the same
year Hawley realized he was a Republican.
When she was young, she thought her dad
“knew everything about everything,” staying
up late to listen to his stories about history
and politics. But then it occurred to her that
there “was a lot of really fucked up stuff
in the world—poverty, genocide, disease—
that his governing philosophy of smallgovernment conservatism wasn’t ever going
to ameliorate.” Letting inequality continue
“seemed really unfair, unjust, and contrary

The Fight
It often seems like everyone has caught
election fever, but Hawley and Hurley probably spend more of their time on politics
than anyone else on the Hill. “By virtue of
running Tufts Dems in this particularly busy
election year, I spend a rather preposterous
amount of time organizing other students
and working with them on education and
advocacy,” Hurley says. “But when I need
a break from that —free time, if you will
—I might unwind by reading the paper or
watching Sunday’s Meet the Press episode that
I probably skipped.”
Hawley estimates that he spends at least
an hour a day of his limited free time on
politics, and that’s on top of his involvement
with the Tufts Republicans, Tufts for McCain, the Primary Source, and the anti-abortion
rights group Jumbos for Life. “Even as I’m
talking to you, I’m reading RealClearPolitics,” he says in our audio chat.
Like many activists at Tufts, Hurley
has traveled to New Hampshire numerous
times in the course of the campaign, and it
is there that she had her most memorable
experiences, including a “bizarre” forty-five
minutes in the town of Keene during which
she and her friends were the only people in
the audience under sixty (a fact lamented
by a reporter hoping to get stock footage
of young McCain supporters). She was also
struck by the awkward appearance of the
McCain family, including a brief stop by

“

the candidate into a store that sold vacuum
cleaners.
No particularly memorable experiences, surreal or otherwise, occurred to Hawley. But when I spoke to him a few weeks
ago, he was looking forward to having one.
“Hopefully when McCain wins and I’m in
the Student Center when everyone has long
faces except me and the Republicans, that
will be a very nice moment,” he said. “But
it’s looking less and less likely that I’m going
to enjoy such a moment.”
Know Thyself
Hawley says he is 99 percent sure that
McCain would be a better president than
Obama, accounting for the possibility that
the former is a “closet flaming liberal” or
that the latter is a “closet flaming conservative.” Asked whether he has ever considered
becoming a liberal or a Democrat, he responds, “You mean like for Halloween? No.
Never. Really never, actually. Yeah. Nope.”
Hurley, likewise, is sure she is not a
conservative or a libertarian, and has never
entertained the option of voting for McCain. She claims to be 100 percent sure of
the prudence of her vote.
I cannot share their confidence or their
consistency. I was raised in the heavily Democratic Newton, Massachusetts. My parents
are moderate Democrats, though my father
says he often votes for the incumbent “unless they get caught with their hand in the
cookie jar.” Initially, I considered myself a
Democrat as well. I remember reasoning in
sixth or seventh grade that whether or not
government is a good thing, it will probably
work better if the people in charge think it’s
a good thing; the botched initial occupation

Citizens must now choose between
Citize
a messianic, perhaps quietly radical
political novice with a motormouthed sidekick, and a war hero
with neocon sympathies and a
beauty-queen running-mate.
te.
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to the idea of America.”
“My dad, by virtue of encouraging me
to read the newspaper, opened my eyes to a
world of injustice and my urge to fix it ultimately is what made me liberal,” she says.
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of Iraq and preparation for and response
to Hurricane Katrina certainly support this
logic.
However, as I grew up, I developed an
instinct to go against the grain that has come
to heavily influence my thinking in many areas of my life. During President Bush’s first
term, this led me to begin to stick up for

North End, which I gladly accepted, working for the online communications department there for five months in 2007. But
while I initially convinced myself that Romney was the least-bad option, it wasn’t long
before I realized that I had a deep desire to
see Barack Obama in the Oval Office.
My argument for the Obama-Biden

the administration against the cheap shots
of my friends and relatives.
Still, for most of the 2004 election, I
supported John Kerry, whom I agreed with
on most domestic issues. My allegiance
shifted during the last week and a half of the
campaign, though, after I saw former New
York City Mayor Ed Koch argue on The
Daily Show that national security outweighs
everything else. I figured that while the invasion of Iraq may have been unwise (though
I didn’t oppose it at the time), a Kerry victory would signal a retreat to terrorists and
rogue states, and hamper nascent democratic movements. Besides, in the heated
Michael Moore-Bill O’Reilly environment, it
seemed that the Democrats had not gotten
over their simple Bush hatred, and it would
be better if the country could have a few
years to cool off until the party was ready to
put its best foot forward.
Having thrown my lot in with the President, I became more receptive to conservative ideas, and at some point I decided that
I was a libertarian. I joined the Source and
the Tufts Republicans upon starting college,
and as I read more books and argued with
more people, my views became sharper and
more developed.
Through a Tufts Republicans connection, I was offered an internship at Mitt
Romney’s campaign headquarters in the

ticket has evolved quite a bit over the past
year or so, as I have almost on a daily basis
reassessed whether I am really making the
correct decision. I am, after all, prone to fall
for charismatic and articulate politicians,
such as the still incomparable Tony Blair.
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One might also charge that I am a victim
of my contrarian instinct: that I only started
making common cause with Republicans to
stick it to my leftish friends and family, and
that I am only now supporting a Democrat
to stick it to my right-wing friends on Tufts
Republicans and the Source.

As a result, I had to develop a rationale
beyond my gut feelings. First, in part because
the man is so adored by the rest of the world,
I have concluded that an Obama presidency
would rebrand the United States, somewhat reducing the popular enmity against
us and with it, the appeal of terrorism. McCain, meanwhile, is disturbingly amenable
to harebrained neoconservative ideas, and
the endorsement of Obama by people like
Francis Fukuyama and Colin Powell makes
me think his foreign policy judgment cannot be that bad. Second, because Obama is
more intelligent and thoughtful and relies
on clearer-headed advisors than the instinctdriven McCain, he would be better able to
deal with complex problems. Third, in the
not-inconceivable event that McCain died
or was incapacitated, a Sarah Palin presidency could be catastrophic. These three
considerations, following the Koch calculus,
make up for the undesirable leftward shifts
in domestic policy that would happen under
an Obama administration.
It has not been an easy decision. When
Christopher Buckley came out for Obama a
few weeks ago, he was forced to resign from
the National Review. Thus far, the Primary
Source hasn’t deleted me from its masthead,
but supporting a left-wing Democrat can
never be a comfortable position for a libertarian conservative. So it was with a heavy
heart that I filled in the “Obama-Biden”

bubble on my absentee ballot the other
week. Like Hawley, Hurley, and millions of
Americans, I hope for the country’s sake
that I made the right choice. O
Photos from the Tufts Republicans/Tufts Democrats Debate, by Santiago Gasca.

As Bloomberg seeks a third term, a look at American mayors, past and present
BY JOHN

I

PETER KAYTROSH

n modern American urban government,
a strong mayor is not only responsible
for the trajectory of a city’s future, but
also, and perhaps most importantly, it is its
representative to the outside world. The
man charged with this harrowing task in our
nation’s largest city is, of course, Michael
Bloomberg. First a Democrat, then elected
as a Republican, and then having switched to
an independent status, Bloomberg is in many
ways reflective of the New York mentality;
in the city that never sleeps, anybody who
hopes to be successful must constantly adapt
to change. Bloomberg has managed to stay
popular through two terms, something that
would seem to be difficult in a city always
looking to move on to the next big thing.
Now, exhibiting a degree of Big Apple hubris
unseen since the earliest part of the twentieth
century, Bloomberg has asked the people of
New York City to amend their city’s charter
to allow him to run for a third term in 2009.
In his endeavor, Bloomberg may very
well succeed. On 23 October 2008, New
York’s City Council voted 29 to 22 to allow
Bloomberg to serve up to three terms, even
though the old term limits had been approved
not once, but twice, in referenda. The people
of New York City will not have the opportunity to vote on the overturning of the legislation until 2010, after Bloomberg has had the
opportunity to run for a third term. Many of
his critics have called the move undemocratic. However, Professor Jeffery Berry of the
Tufts Political Science also
believes that Bloomberg
will be able to deflect even
this challenge to his authority, saying, “My guess is
that Bloomberg is popular

enough to avoid a major movement to rescind the referendum, contingent on how
good a job Bloomberg is doing in the eyes of
New Yorkers…[But] based on the economic
situation at the time, people might lash out.”
If history is any guide, New Yorkers
realize that their city is a beast that takes a
strong leader to tame. Consequently, they
do not shy away from electing brash mayors.
Rudy Giuliani’s tendency towards affront was
legendary, but he was nevertheless beloved,
not just by New Yorkers, for his leadership
following the September 11th attacks. Where
chaos might have ensued domestically as the
federal government was focused on foreign
policy, Giuliani, for all his faults, restored
the confidence of Americans in the government’s ability to protect them at home. Berry
notes, however, that “Bloomberg is less pugnacious, less combative, less likely to call his
opponents names. He’s much more temperamentally suited to be a politician than Giuliani.”
But every city’s mayor has an impact,
and Boston is no exception. Currently at the
helm is Thomas M. Menino, who has been
in office for more than fifteen years. Menino’s list of accomplishments during his epic
stay in City Hall has been arguably limited.
Menino has spent years speaking about the
construction of two new skyscrapers in Boston, and has suggested moving City Hall to
South Boston, abandoning its current home
at Government Center.
But things have not always been like
this. Boston once had its own Giulianis and
Bloombergs. James Michael Curley, who
served four non-consecutive terms as Mayor
of Boston, none of them consecutive, between 1914 and 1950. Curley stole money
from the City of Boston, was rocked by
scandal as governor, and was found guilty of
felony charges during his last term as mayor,
but was pardoned and spared from a prison

NEWS

‘White Alabaster Cities’

term by President Harry Truman because
of constituent pressure. Today, there are no
fewer than two statues of Curley found near
Boston’s City Hall. His house, located in Boston’s Jamaica Plain, is today a city historical
site. Why all the honors? It can be summed
up in his campaign slogan, “Curley Gets
Things Done.”
At the turn of the century, one of the
leaders of New York City’s Tammany Hall
political machine was George Washington
Plunkitt. Criticized for a scheme by which he
used inside information about public works
projects to buy property and materials which
he knew to be necessary for those projects,
then selling it back to the city at exorbitant
prices, Plunkitt explained his actions with
the line, “I seen my opportunities and I took
‘em.” Plunkitt makes a distinction between
corruption by which money is surreptitiously
stolen from government coffers and a sort
of “honest graft” by which politicians use
their connections to help themselves and
others, uses the city’s financial leverage to
grease the wheels of bureaucracy to the benefit of all, and that legal graft dissuades city
employees from taking the more risky and
harmful route of criminal graft. Tammany
dominance in New York City, under which
it saw unprecedented growth in population,
worldwide stature, and wealth.
There was much speculation about
whether or not Michael Bloomberg would
choose to run for President as an independent candidate. Obviously, he chose
not to, and now seeks a third term as New
York City’s mayor. If history is any guide,
Bloomberg will succeed. Bloomberg has nevertheless made history by running the cleanest New York City the world has seen in a
very long time. O
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NESCAC

Champs

Tufts outpaces other
New England
institutions in
research funding…

…but still falls behind other major research universities in
the country.

BY

EMILY JOHNSTON

T

ufts University is often touted as an
institution where the benefits of a
small liberal arts college merge with
the benefits of a research university, providing students with a unique educational
experience. For the average Tufts student
however, it is often difficult to ascertain
how much research actually goes on behind professors’ closed doors. Does Tufts’
research level hold its own with the large
research institutions across the country or
is it only enough to make Tufts stand apart
from small liberal arts colleges?
The Carnegie Endowment for the Advancement of Teaching, an independent
policy and research center, classifies Tufts
as “Doctoral/Research University – Extensive” along with schools such as Johns
Hopkins University, Harvard University,
the University of Michigan, and Emory
University. While this classification is a
sign that Tufts is recognized as a research
university, it does not provide information
specific to the amount of research completed by professors in the College of Arts
and Sciences, the research that is most applicable to undergraduates.
Another way to consider how Tufts
compares in research to other universities
is to study the amount of money awarded
to universities in research grants. In the
2007 fiscal year, Tufts University received
$96.9 million dollars in research funding
from federal government agencies. During
this time two hundred and thirty research
projects were started between 159 professors. This figure, the total quantity of
research funding, is not readily available
for most universities. Therefore, in order
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to compare the level of federal funding
across the board, it is necessary to choose
a narrower source of grant money.
The National Institute of Health, an
agency of the United States Department
of Health and Human Services responsible for biomedical and health-related
research, awards over $28 billion a year
in research grants. More than eighty percent of this budget is awarded to various
research institutes, including universities,
through competitive grants. Since the NIH
publicly provides very detailed records of
the grants awarded every year, comparing
NIH grants received by various universities
is an excellent way to contrast the levels of
research at various institutions.
Grants from the National Institutes
of Health (NIH) are only one small portion of research at any given institution. At
Tufts, the NIH grant money only represents five percent of total research funding.
The money primarily goes to researchers
studying various diseases and conditions
or other science that pertains to medical
advancement. Therefore, this data ignores
research being done in the humanities and
social sciences. Keeping this in mind, we
can compare the level of medical research
occurring at various universities.
In 2007, the NIH provided Tufts University with $8,734,712 in funding for 25
projects. $5,216,886 of the grant money
was awarded specifically to professors
in the College of Arts and Sciences for
12 different projects. This award amount
continued the trend of increases in grant
awards from the NIH to Tufts. In 2005,
the College of Arts and Sciences received
$3,449,700, an amount that increased to

$4,067,999 in 2006. The trend of increasing funding resources parallels Tufts’ rise
in status as a premier university. In 2006,
Newsweek Magazine named Tufts University one of 25 “New Ivies,” schools that
are as selective and academically strong as
the members of the Ivy League. This honor was one of many recent developments
that have made Tufts recognizable as a toptier university.
When considering only NIH grant
money awarded to projects in colleges of
arts and science, Tufts stands out amongst
its fellow NESCAC (New England Small
College Athletic Conference) members.
Compared to Tufts’ $5,216,886 in grant
money, Amherst, Bates, Bowdoin, Colby,
and Hamilton Colleges did not receive any
NIH money in 2007. Connecticut College
was awarded $205,500, Trinity College
$215,700, Williams College $435,469, and
Middlebury College $535,543.
Wesleyan University, a school often
considered to be comparable to Tufts, received $1,804,890 in funding for research
in its College of Arts and Sciences, only a
little more than one third of the amount
Tufts was awarded. Though Tufts far surpasses its small New England neighbors in
research funding from the NIH, it does not
fair nearly as well when compared on the
national scale.
Based on the data from NIH grants
awarded in 2005, Tufts ranked 62nd out
of 535 domestic institutions of higher
learning. The top ranking schools were
Johns Hopkins University, The University
of Pennsylvania, The University of Washington, The University of California – San
Francisco, and Duke University. The rankings are not indicative of research purely
at the undergraduate level, however, be-
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cause they include grant money awarded to
graduate level research. Since Tufts’ graduate programs are significantly smaller than
those at large state schools and large research universities, it is necessary to compare the amount of grant money awarded
to the colleges of arts and sciences at these
universities.
Emory University in Atlanta, like
Tufts, strives to offer students the benefits
of both a small liberal arts college and a research university. With a slightly larger student body, 6,700 to Tufts’ 5,100, Emory’s
college of arts and sciences was awarded
$10,335,224 in grant money from the NIH
in 2007. This large grant, double what Tufts
received, indicates that while Tufts may be
a research leader among our New England
neighbors, we have a long way to go before becoming nationally competitive, even
with schools similar in size.
Johns Hopkins University, also similar in size to Tufts with a student body
of 4,600 students, is known for its prominence in medical and science research. In
2007, Johns Hopkins’ college of arts and
sciences received $23,095,582, nearly five
times the awards received by Tufts for a
school almost identical in size.
When considering the large difference
between the grants received by these two
schools, it is important to note that Johns
Hopkins is a school that focuses on medical science, even at an undergraduate level,
while Tufts is largely known for its prominence in international relations.
For a broader picture, it is necessary
to compare the research grants received
by Tufts to those awarded to a large state
research institution, such as The University of Michigan. A public university with
a student body of 26,000, Michigan’s
College of Arts and Sciences received
$21,190,070 from the NIH in 2007 for research. While this amount is much larger
than the amount of money Tufts received,
it is proportional when you consider the
difference in size of the student bodies. Both school received about $1,000 in
grant money per student. It is an accomplishment for Tufts, once considered a
liberal arts college, to have been granted
the same amount of research funding per
undergraduate student as the University
of Michigan, one of the top research universities in the nation.
Harvard College, the undergraduate school of Harvard University, has a
student body of almost 7,000 students.

Considered one of the most prestigious
schools of higher education in the country,
it is not surprising that Harvard’s College
of Arts and Sciences received $46,418,365
for research in 2007. This amount, almost
$7,000 per undergraduate student, significantly overshadows the grants received by
Tufts.
Georgetown University, like Emory
and Wesleyan, has many similarities to
Tufts. Not only is it close in size, 7,000
undergraduates to Tufts’ 5,000, Georgetown also has a strong international relations department. In 2007, Georgetown
received $2,084,138 in NIH grants, less
than half of Tufts’ awards. Not only did
Georgetown receive less grant money than
Tufts in 2007, the amount of money the
school has received from the NIH has
been steadily falling. Georgetown received
$3,435,075 in 2005 followed by $2,734,644
in 2006 and then $2,084,138 in 2007. This
drop in funding is significant because it
shows that the increase in the grant money
awarded to Tufts is not simply an across
the board increase in grants due to a larger
NIH budget, but that Tufts has been able
to earn more funding while other comparable universities fell behind.
After studying the data from the NIH,
it is clear that Tufts has successfully developed a strong basis as a research university,
but it also has lofty goals to strive for. Tufts
has clearly distinguished itself as superior
to its NESCAC counterparts in terms of
medical research. Even more impressively,
Tufts has more than doubled Georgetown
in NIH grant awards and equaled the University of Michigan in NIH grant money
per student.
Considering that Tufts is not usually
recognized as a university focused on the
medical sciences, rather a leader in international relations and world citizenship,
the high rate of medical research grants
received from the NIH suggests that Tufts
is an even larger player in research in the
social sciences.
Additionally, the NIH grants represent only five percent of federal research
grants awarded to Tufts. This leaves plenty
of opportunity for Tufts to be a research
leader in other fields. While Tufts is still
far behind schools like Emory, Johns Hopkins, and Harvard, the pattern of growth
evident in NIH grants provides promise
for continued increases in research, regardless of field, as Tufts grows even more
into its role as a research university. O

How does Tufts
Measure Up?
AMOUNT

OF

NIH

MONEY AWARDED TO

GRANT

TUFTS’

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND
SCIENCES OVER THE YEARS

2007
$5,216,886

2006
$4,067,999

2005
$3,449,700
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TUPD Attempts to
Improve its Public Image
BY

CAITLIN SCHWARTZ

T

ufts University Police Department
(TUPD) has recently made an effort to come face-to-face with
Tufts students and distribute more information about their programs and policies.
After the campus buzzed with unnerving
reports of sexual assaults, armed robberies, and even a stabbing last spring, many
Tufts students increasingly worry about
their safety on campus. Events such as Late
Night with TUPD and the Station House
Chili Fest at the Carmichael Dining Hall
have been intended to give students the
opportunity to meet those responsible for
campus security in a more personal setting,
providing an opportunity to ask questions
and learn more about their jobs.
TUPD Sergeant John Tilton says of
October’s Crime Prevention Month campaign, “We try to get out there. We do it
every year, but this year we’ve ramped it
up a little bit. We’ve put up more displays.”
Tilton noted that October is an important
time to broadcast safety information as students are still settling in and should take the
time to develop safe habits and make use

of TUPD services throughout their time at
Tufts. One such service is the Safety Escort
program.
TUPD’s Safety Escort service allows
Tufts students to call for walking or vehicle
escorts. Campus opinion suggests that students are often hesitant to call for a Safety
Escort, usually because they fear being
questioned, reprimanded, or punished for
inebriation or laziness. Tufts Community
Union (TCU) Senator Chas Morrison, who
was preparing for a meeting this week with
John King, the Director of Public and Environmental Safety at Tufts, seeks to examine the Safety Escort program.
Morrison describes the Safety Escort
service as a “great program,” but remarks,
“at the same time, we need to look at the
program and see if it’s working, and if it’s
not, find out why it’s not working.” Morrison plans to assess the statistics of the
program, and look into “whether students
have been dissuaded from using it because
of TUPD.”
“We’re not going to deny an escort,”
states Tilton. “We give the escort service
if there’s a safety issue, and that’s to an oncampus house or an off-campus house.”
Tilton hopes that Crime Prevention Month
and the dispersal of information about the

Safety Escort service will encourage students to use it more frequently.
Morrison mentioned that in his meeting with King, he also wanted to establish a
program liaison between TUPD and TCU.
“There’s a lot of student concern for public safety,” Morrison remarks. He hopes
that a stronger relationship between the
TCU and TUPD would help alleviate some
of the student anxiety.
Tilton believes that TUPD can best
serve students by helping them better prepare themselves through education. He reminds students, “You’re in a city environment. As police officers, we try to keep this
campus as safe and secure as possible but
we remind students that there are city limits
so our job is to keep the campus reasonably safe and secure.” While some level of
crime under such conditions is inevitable,
Tilton maintains that students must protect themselves by learning how to manage
this environment and protect themselves
within it.
Getting to know TUPD may not necessarily diminish students’ fears of being a
victim of crime at school. The opportunity
may, however, give way to greater campus
dialogue, and perhaps a more mutual trust
on campus. O

State Officials Require TEMS to Update its Policies

O

ver the past several months, rumors have been flying all over
campus that TEMS had changed
its policy regarding intoxicated students.
The Observer sat down with Geoffrey
Bartlett, a member of the Tufts Department of Public Safety and the advisor to
the TEMS program. According to Mr.
Barlett, TUPD is now required to notify
a primary ambulance provider, in addition
to any first responders, at the time of dispatch. The rule comes as the result of a
change in Massachusetts state policy. According to Bartlett, the state’s Office of
Emergency Medical Services required that

8
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TEMS update its policies to reflect the updated expectations of the State. The policy
is meant to shorten the response time of the
appropriate medical professions to medical
emergencies.
In the past, TEMS workers had a certain
amount of discretion regarding whether or
not an ambulance was needed; students had
the ability to waive an ambulatory response.
Under the revised policy, students still have
the right to waive the right to an ambulance.
Mr. Barlett stressed that it has never been
a Tufts policy to allow students deemed to
be in need of care to waive the ambulance
response. Many students have concerns that

the standard response of an ambulance
raises the fiscal costs of calling TEMS. In
the event that an ambulance is not required
to transport the student to a hospital, however, there is no cost for the ambulance
dispatch. Even in the event that the ambulance must transport individuals to an area
hospital, Mr. Bartlett points out that most
insurance companies do cover ambulatory
transport costs. All students attending college in Massachusetts are required to have
medical insurance. According to a TEMS
representative, alcohol-related calls constitute approximately twenty percent of all
TEMS dispatches. O

T

he idea that the President of the
United States of American can affect the life of a college student is
fairly absurd. There are quite a few of us
and only one President, after all. Yet a look
back at how President Bush’s policies have
affected the lives of young people during
the eight years of his administration suggests that the choice that voters will make at
the polls tomorrow will in fact make a huge
impact on our day-to-day lives over the next
four years.
In this election cycle, senators John
McCain and Barack Obama have embraced
messages of “change,” and rightfully so. Say
what you will about their policies, both parties have offered up candidates of exceptional character with centrist, bipartisan credentials and records of sensible leadership.
Traditionally, the Observer doesn’t formally endorse candidates for office, at Tufts
or nationally: we prefer to let our very vocal staff members speak for themselves and
rather serve as a forum for many ideas than
a mouthpiece for one. Besides, most people
within the Tufts community have already
made up their minds to vote for Barack

Obama. When the Observer went to press,
Obama’s lead was growing in key states and
most polls projected an Obama win, were
the election held at that time.
Despite being somewhat sheltered from
today’s weak economy, students at Tufts
need not look far to see the effects of the
last eight years. This summer, Massachusetts’
state-sponsored loan lender tanked and the
university is now adjusting its spending to
cope with the nation’s financial crisis. It is
likely that the economic crisis touched off by
subprime mortgages has only just begun to
exhibit its effects on the wider economy—
seniors graduating in May will likely face a
depressed job market that will need more
than a bailout to absorb new hires.
Students at Tufts who are veterans
of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan know
better than anyone the huge cost that decisions made at the highest levels of our
nation’s government can have on ordinary
citizens’ lives. The interventions in Iraq and
Afghanistan are deeply flawed attempts to
forge a new national security policy in the
“post-9/11 world,” as both Democrats and
Republians have realized. Clearly, the next

EDITORIAL

Change
Observe
We
Can

administration will be tasked with rebuilding
America’s commitment to the world.
Though it has recently been eclipsed
by economic concerns, terrorism will continue to dominate American grand strategy.
Terrorist ranks are filled by the disenfranchised, destitute, and despondent. At the
moment, there are plenty of such people
to go around. But people aren’t born drawn
to radical ideologies or hating the United
States. They develop these ideals over time,
under the influence of those who have already developed such feelings. These people
need to hear another voice, they need to
have a reason not to hate the United States
and the rest of the Western world. With the
events of the last two decades, it’s easy to
see why people can come to harbor such
hate. The West needs to offer an alternative
to the teachings of radicals.
Enter the next President of the United
States. Both candidates have some bright
ideas to boost the economy, though McCain
still seems uncomfortable talking about it.
Obama has refused to cede any ground on
foreign policy to his rival, despite his profound lack of experience on such matters.
And though the narrative of change has
been Obama’s calling card since his keynote
address in 2004, its political resonance extends far beond his own campaign.
But meaningful change cannot and will
not come from the top down. It’s encouraging to see the national discourse move away
from the narrow social issues and nationalsecurity fearmongering that characterized
the 2004 Presidential campaign, but so far
“change” has been a lot of talk. Will either
man be able to make good on his promise
come January? We’ll see. O

Corrections
•

In our October 27th issue, on page 18, we mistakenly credited a photograph taken by Allison Fisk to David Gainsboro. Sorry.

•

An online reader pointed out that in an article on page 11 of our October 13th issue, “‘The Man’ Alive and Well,” Will
Ramsdell mistakenly referred to one semester at Tufts as costing $33,444. The actual price of a semester at Tufts is $18,976.

•

Also in our October 13th issue, “Gustav & Ike Pummel Gulf Coast, ” a news article on page 9 was misattributed to Juliana
Slocum. It was in fact written by Julia Ivanova. Our apologies.

•

The concluding attribution of “Reconsidering David Foster Wallace,” an opinion piece by Zachary Laub on page 17 of our
October 13th issue, mistakenly attributed the article to Nicolaus Bugas. Sorry.
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n February 5, 2008 I cast a vote in
Connecticut’s Democratic Primary
election—for Senator Hillary Clinton. Even
then, when Clinton had a good shot at the
nomination, I was in the extreme minority of my peers, almost all of whom were
voting for Obama. The youth vote broke
heavily for Obama and ever since I saw him
speak at a rally in Boston in 2006 I’ve been
enthusiastic about him. But experience mattered to me. It was tough for me to imagine
how Obama could make the leap from state
senator to Commander-in-Chief in four
short years.
Since February I have warmed to Senator Obama’s candidacy. On the trail, he has
proven himself averse to simple-minded
pandering and his decision-making style befits a responsible leader. He has led the body
politic on most issues instead of blindly following polls and surrounds himself with
competent, able people. A vote for Obama
is a vote for hope—the hope that the junior
Senator from Illinois will meet the sky-high
expectations his proponents have set for
him and be able to tackle a wide variety of
problems facing our country upon taking
office in January. O
—PATRICK ROATH
10
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DELIVERING

OUR TWO CENTS

C

hange, yall, it’s the next biggest thing.
Change the future, Change the present,
hell, Change the past. The Lusitania, what’s
that? Change is hot. Even philosophers
agree.
Riiight. Change is just a word that looks good
superimposed over red, white, blue, and an ugly
past. No one knows what Change is. No one
tries to find out. Like everything else, people take
what they can get for 50% off at the drug store
and CNN. You don’t nibble on Change or buy
the bumper sticker. Change is like getting bitch
smacked in the face while the ghost of FlavorFlav yells, “Fight the Power” over the ringing in
your ears as you stagger to your feet. Something
real just happened. A War started; you got into college; you graduated; the stock markets crashed; Dr.
King was shot; you just took a 50 foot dive into
ice-cold water.
The Election: I’m happy African-American
citizens can see more evidence of a change long
in the making and slow in deliverance. I’m glad
the Bushites are soon to vacate the helm. I’m glad
Obama has the huevos to write the word “undecided” next to Medical Marijuana. I’m glad he is
young and vigorous and yet to be tainted by the
muck of capital hill.
But those are all consolation prizes. I want
the constitution back. O
—WILLIAM RAMSDELL

B
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he election is a disaster, a botched democratic abortion the likes of which the
electorate under 22 has never seen. The “officials” running for office should be dragged
into the streets and beaten like dogs—flogged
with wet rope and rusty chains as penance for
failing those who vested in them their trust and
well-being, and will ultimately be let down. In a
few days we elect another president, four more
years of a power-hungry mutant canine howling wildly into the night, lusting for power like
a bitch in heat, and birthed from the bowels of
an American people who never really cared in
the first place. O
—MIKE “PAPA BEAR” TUCKER

“I voted McCain-Palin because they
spent so much on Sarah’s wardrobe that it
would be a shame to not show off all those
Jimmy Choos.” O
—BRENDAN JOHANNSEN
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arack Obama has based much of his campaign on the idea of a departure from
“politics as usual.” This begs the question—
what is a departure from politics from as
usual? Obama remains tied to special interests
and lobbyists like virtually every other American politician. These strong connections, from
labor unions to the corn industry, threaten
to undermine his effort to reshape modern
American politics. A change in politics as usual
can only be achieved by breaking the bonds of
special interests, something that neither Obama
nor McCain seems likely to do. O
—DANIEL ROSEN

C

onformity can be a dangerous thing.
Looking back through history, it was
the goal of many dictators and monarchies
to instill a fear of voicing an individual opinion. With this landmark election, I question
voters’ dedication to remaining an objective
participant in our democratic system. Yes, it’s
true that Obama and McCain offer different
futures for this nation, but how many voters
on November 4th could tell you the difference? Obama’s fresh image as a presidential
candidate is both a blessing and a curse. It can
stand for change and usher in a new era in US
politics, or it could inadvertently undermine
the democratic process as everyone blindly
casts a vote for “the cool guy.” Be a responsible citizen this November 4th and give the
democratic process the respect and dedication
to objectiveness that it deserves. O
—RYAN STOLP

emocracy is not a spectator sport.
As we have noticed (with despair)
in the last two general elections, every
vote counts—and will make a difference in determining our country’s direction. This year, the voice of youth has
guided presidential nominees toward
topics of concern. It is from watching debates between presidential and
vice presidential nominees, besides the
usual economic and national defense
jargon, candidates are addressing issues

that are, or will soon be, pertinent to
our lives: College tuition, gender equality, abortion rights, same-sex marriage,
global warming. These topics, to name
a few, should remind you how important it is for us to vote tomorrow—if
you have not already through absentee
an ballot. It is time to let our voices
be heard. Pick up a newspaper; watch
the news. Get involved. Look beyond
your immediate community, beyond
our immediate borders. We are citizens
of the United States; we are citizens
of a democracy. Let us speak up and
speak out against the issues affecting
our lives. Let us actively engage in deciding the leaders of our nation. Let us
vote. Let us make a difference. It is my
wish that on Wednesday, we will wake
with new feelings of optimism, unity,
and faith. Not the kind of blind faith
that ignores logic or reason, but rather,
faith in the candidate we have chosen,
and faith that it is not too late to fix
the world—despite chaos and conflict.
After tomorrow, I hope that dust will
rise, revealing a stronger and superior
nation. Good luck, Obama. O
—CRYSTAL BUI

I

f you’ve been watching CNN this election cycle, you can’t help but notice that this flagship
of the cable news world seems to have kicked
its showmanship up a notch or two. From Wolf
Blitzer’s 64-television “Situation Room” to the
new pre-and-post-debate shows featuring the
network’s 22-person clusterfuck of a panel, the
newfound glitz and techno-glamour is, by all rational standards, overkill. But without a doubt,
the pinnacle of this new over-analysis has to be
the undecided Ohio voter emotional curve.
During all three of the 2008 presidential
debates, CNN chose to run a box below the
video feed that purported to monitor the emotional highs and lows of undecided Ohioans
on a second-by-second basis. Inquiries into
the accuracy of this data aside, the real question is this: who the hell are these people? The
cable news networks routinely attempt to pass
some fairly suspect characters off as “experts,”
bestowing them with appellations like “Senior
Faith Correspondent” and “Republican Strategy Expert,” when more appropriate titles would
probably be “religious nut” and “criminal.” But
these undecided Ohio voters trump them all,
taking the prize for the least qualified people to
ever nationally espouse their political opinions.
How is it possible to be undecided in this
election? In a blue-collar state like Ohio, how
can such a stark contrast in both moral and political philosophy render these potential voters
paralyzed by indecision?
The undecided voters of America are
fickle friends; their whims capriciously blown
side-to-side by the rhetoric of generic stump
speeches, sound bytes, and attack ads. Their
lack of assurance in the candidates is, in itself, a
reflection of their own shortcomings, their inability to define their own values. As a result,
these people’s opinions ought to matter as little
to the national discourse as it is possible for
any person’s opinion to matter to anything.
And although the election is at our doorstep, if
in the coming week you hear the words ‘undecided,’ ‘Ohio’ and ‘voter’ in the same sentence,
I highly recommend that you change over to
C-SPAN. O
—CAMPBELL KLIEFOTH
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Jumbo Invests,

But Responcibly?

BY

MARTIN BOURQUI

T

wo years ago, our school was the backdrop of a heartwarming story of a
dedicated freshman with an idealistic
dream of human rights advocacy, who followed
through on his plan of action and achieved his
goal with enough hard work and charisma.
This freshman, who had joined the ranks
of the Tufts anti-war movement early on in his
first year, began to ask difficult questions about
the injustices of war profiteering, and how such
a troubling but distant issue could have touched
our pristine campus here on the other side of
the world. When he and other curious students realized that the university’s finances were
closed books, these concerned undergraduates
met with the director of the endowment’s investments, and then the president himself, and
finally made a presentation to the Board of
Trustees. By this time, these students had become very concerned with the lack of disclosure that the administration was giving, and they
politely but forcefully made their wishes known.
They wanted Tufts’ investment portfolio to be
opened up to scrutiny and reflection, and and
an advisory committee of faculty, administrators, graduate students, and undergraduates to
serve as a mouthpiece of the Tufts community
that would help draft input on how to invest
the endowment responsibly by voting on shareholders’ proxy resolutions.
Luckily, everyone’s hard work paid off. The
board agreed to create the committee, and our
enterprising hero was put at the helm, with his
wish to help steer the endowment’s investment
down a socially just path finally realized. It was a
storybook ending: intellectual curiosity manifested, active citizenship embodied, change realized.
Unfortunately for everyone, the fairytale
has turned out to be much more Charles and
Diana than Cinderella and Mr. Charming.
Fast forward to today: our hero is frustrated. Despite protests, the advisory committee
is only three undergraduates, not the originally
proposed full slate of faculty members, administrators, and graduate students, cutting off access to the community’s resources and crucial
opportunities for dialogue with others. Worse,
they have been placed under virtual gag order,
forced to sign nondisclosure agreements forbidding them from discussing the institution’s financial activities—including who we’re invested
12
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in—with anyone else. Without democratic input
from the Tufts community or educated opinions from faculty authorities, the committee is
forced to struggle alone through the demanding research necessary to offer a moral voice to
Tufts’ vote on shareholder proxy resolutions.
They are cut off from the community they’re
supposed to represent, but receive no support
or communication from the administration either, who may or may not even be considering
their input.
While a large portion of our community
is still ignorant of this plight, some students,
faculty, and others have already turned up a
skeptical eyebrow based on what little they have
heard. Some say the endowment shouldn’t be
politicized, even though all investments in any
business are intrinsically political actions. Others may think undergraduates should stay out of
complex financial decisions, despite the fact that
student movements at Columbia, Swarthmore,
and many other schools have succeeded in influencing proxy voting and opening up investment
portfolios. And of course, many fear for Tufts’
financial health in lieu of the credit crisis and
spiraling stock markets, even though research
has shown that making responsible investment
decisions does not have to mean lower profit
margins—not at all.
When I first heard this story, that of a wellintentioned, idealistic freshman organizer, now
a marginalized, frustrated, and struggling junior
trapped in bureaucracy, I felt my pride in Tufts
flicker and fade somewhat. This frustration is not
based in some radical, untenable agenda, but in
the desire to bring about social, labor, environmental justice with the $1.5 billion our school is
empowered with. Our mission statement—and
yes, I believe this school, including its endowment, is truly and wholly a communal ours and
not some foreign entity—speaks of “active citizenship,” “serving the common good,” and “a
dedication to globalism.” The Students at Tufts
for Investment Responsibility (STIR) think it’s
about time that our institution started behaving
the way it has always asked us to do. Stop obfuscating, and open up the endowment. Strengthen our advisory committee, and let it speak.
We hope you will join us in our demands. O

Martin Bourqui is a senior majoring in
English.
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ersonally, I’ve already lost interest in the ’08 election; I’m looking
forward to 2012 and 2016. Who’s going to be the young, hotshot candidate?
Bobby Jindal? The political blogs are
buzzing over rumors that Sarah Palin
has been blowing off her campaign
handlers and seems to be setting herself up for a 2012 run. It’s interesting to look at younger or lesser-known
politicians now, before they’ve been
marred by scandal and Senate procedural votes, and guess who’s going to
have presidential aspirations four and
eight years down the road.
We could also see the political return of former higher-ups like Bill
Frist, Tom Daschle, and others who
have managed to stay out of dodge by
getting out of congress for the past few
years. It’s clearly too early to make an
educated guess about candidates, but
it’s never too early to engage in some
fun speculation. I’ll be watching on
November 4th, don’t get me wrong, I’ll
be watching closely. But I’ll be watching with a curious eye to the future, and
hoping for a Mark Warner/Chris Van
Hollen ticket in 2016. O
—J ONATHAN D INERSTEIN

O
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BY

WILL RAMSDELL

B mbs
FOR BIKES

and knowledgeable humans are sent by programs in Guatemala, El Salvador, and
h, the sweet geometry of the bi- BNB to support foreign bicycle-furnishing Nicaragua.
cycle—the circles of the wheels, operations and vocational schools, some of
Back home, they run programs geared
blooming with radii, the negative which only stay afloat through the sale and towards youth in need of a job and some
space of the sprockets, the thin, blade- repair of those bikes. Since 2002, BNB has skills; teaching young people bibycle melike frame that transforms your
chanics. If they put in enough time
breakfast into what would have
learning, they can even earn a bike
been T-fare or gas money. I refor “free,” or pursue a job as a meMISSION STATEMENT
ally shouldn’t speak as if I know,
chanic or youth coordinator.
though. I haven’t been into bikClasses teaching basic bicycle
Lasting peace and social justice require
ing, err, cycling since elementary
mechanics are also available to the
equitable and sustainable use of resources.
school. The hardcore folks with
general populace, once a week for
BNB provides community-based education
bike parts tattooed on their forefive weeks, several times per year,
and assists development projects with recyarms probably know about this
and range from all female, to co-ed,
cled bicycles, related technologies and techniplace already, but for the rest of
to Spanish. Another way to learn is
cal assistance, as concrete alter natives to the
you, let me tell you about Bikes
to volunteer from 7pm-10pm on
militarism, over-consumption & inequality
Wednesdays, helping break down
Not Bombs (BNB).
that breed war and environmental destrucFor starters, Bikes Not Bombs
and inventory donated bikes.
tion. Our or ganization is part of a worldsell, trade, and donate bikes. Out
It seems like there have been
wide movement for peace and responsible
in Jamaica Plain, the Green St.
more
and more cycles tied up around
stewardship of the earth.
stop off the Organge Line, these
campus lately, and considering the
*Taken from bikesnotbombs.org
Joey-T time vacuum, it’s hardly surguys and gals are the real deal.
Why? Because of their progresprising. Granted, Medford is notosive philosophy, which reasons
rious for bicycle theft. But if neithat “more bikes mean less cars, and less sent 8,762 bikes to the Village Bicycle Proj- ther this, nor the onset of mind-numbing
cars means less oil-war and environmen- ect in Ghana. In Central America, bike parts frost daunts you from the pursuit of trantal degradation.” Well, count me in. This are made into pedal-powered machines for sit autonomy, then perhaps your friendly,
organization also contributes to commu- grinding grain or pumping water. BNB has neighborhood, eco-social grassroots ornity building, both at home and in places sent more than
17,000 bikes to ganization has what your looking for. O
around the world
What this (see Mission Statement)
translates to is an organizaWill Ramsdell is a sophotion with ties to likeminded
more majoring in Philosopeople and groups in Ghaphy.
na, Tanzania, South Africa,
Central America,
and the Caribbean. Bikes,
bike parts,
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ARTS

Politics Through the Lens
Films that dramatize political history

BY

MATTHEW DIAMANTE

B

y the time many of you read this,
the 2008 United States Presidential
Election will be over. For the first
time since January 2007, there will be no
polls, no debates, and
no diminished spotlight
on the White House
itself. While this may
sound like a welcome
reprieve, one should
take care to avoid postelection mental injuries;
a too-rapid decompression may prove as dangerous as that faced by
the deep-sea divers of
the classic 1998 film
Sphere.
Enter the Observer’s
Arts team. In order to
help you ease the political fever out of your
system, I’ve reviewed
several films that dramatize political history,
all of which are available from Tisch. Happy
adjusting, and remember: Safety First!
Nixon (1995): If you drift into a deep
and dreamless sleep, or fall in love with a
beautiful and engaging person, you might feel three
and a half hours fly by as
quickly as those spent watching Nixon, but it’s no sure bet.
Oliver Stone’s masterpiece is
the most riveting and insightful political film I’ve yet seen,
and deserves a place not far
from Apocalypse Now in the
Annals of Film. Eschewing the unimaginatively linear narratives
of most biopics, Stone begins his operatic
tragedy with a harrowed Nixon, perfectly
portrayed by the incomparable Anthony
Hopkins, whimpering in dark corners of
the White House, and concludes it with the
only presidential resignation in our Repub-

lic’s 218-year history.
In what sometimes feels like one of the
best West Wing episodes entirely stripped of
Aaron Sorkin’s Capra-esque varnish, Nixon
provides a rich historical and psychological
portrait of how an intelligent and even idealistic right-wing politician can succumb to

the temptation to ignore unpleasant realities.
While some relatively minor aspects of the
film have been the subject of heated debates
over its historicity (most notably an espe-

achieves the splendid dual accomplishment
of presenting a complex and challenging
tale that nevertheless feels like a mere introduction to one of modern history’s most
labyrinthine minds.
Path to War (2002): Yes, that is Professor Dumbledore himself portraying Lyndon Baines Johnson
in HBO’s TV movie
Path to War. After
seeing this film and
contemplating the
agonizing and ethically
problematic
decisions faced by
our thirty-sixth president, one is liable to
be struck by just how
relentlessly simplistic
the Harry Potter series’ rare attempts at
moral quandaries are
—but I digress.
In the final film
by John Frankenheimer, director of
the 1962 classic The
PHOTO COURTESY OF HBO
Manchurian
Candidate, Michael Gambon and Alec Baldwin
(as Defense Secretary Robert McNamara)
are slowly and reluctantly dragged into a
quagmire they should have be prescient
enough to avoid. This
165-minute work would
make a terrific double
bill with Oliver Stone’s
Nixon; while that film is
a sensual and involving
filmic experience, Path to
War’s clinical detachment
both demonstrates that
the madness that was the
Vietnam War was not
only the product of tragically misguided
leadership, but also a gung-ho voting public.
LBJ reasonably feared that being the “first
president to lose a war” would end his political career, but his fractured conscience
did that anyway, compelling him to forswear
a fairly safe reelection bid.
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“Stone begins his operatic tragedy with a harrowed Nixon, perfectly portrayed by the incomparable Anthony Hopkins, whimpering in dark
corners of the White House, and concludes it
with the only presidential resignation in our Republic’s 218-year history.”
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cially sinister explanation for the infamous
eighteen-minute Watergate tape gap) unlike
Stone’s earlier film JFK, Nixon is introduced
with a disclaimer regarding the conjectural
nature of some of the film’s assertions.
Potential inaccuracies aside, this is a
monumental and transporting work that
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Frankenheimer’s cast is strong, and
necessarily so, for instead of delving into
the political or cultural contexts of their actions, the film presents long and sometimes
repetitious scenes that put Johnson, McNamara, and later Defense Secretary Clark
Clifford under close scrutiny. Path to War is
a serious and admirable study of how an
unwinnable war defined one of twentiethcentury America’s most difficult eras.
Iron Jawed Angels (2004): The American
suffragist movement, which finally achieved
its goal of nation-wide voting rights for
women during the early years of the Wilson
administration, is a compelling and too-little
remembered chapter in our history. I wish,
therefore, that I didn’t have to report that
Iron Jawed Angels, HBO’s TV movie starring
Hillary Swank as the charismatic activist
Alice Paul, is not very good. The film invents a dull and distracting
romance, pads the running
time with several odd and
inappropriately girly montages and features a jarringly
anachronistic electric guitarpowered score. Instead of
convincing us that exciting
things are happening, the
cumulative effect is to turn a
juicy subject into a somewhat banal film.
While President Wilson plays a supporting role, the era’s Democrats are repeatedly castigated with barely a mention of its
Republicans, thereby making the picture a
frustrating incomplete history lesson. Fortunately, the film gains some much-needed
drama and gravitas when a number of leading suffragists are jailed; the force-feeding
of female hunger strikers is a powerful

PHOTO COURTESY OF HBO

and unsettling sequence. For the suffragists’
story and those climactic scenes, Iron Jawed
Angels is worth a look, but Alice Paul and
Co. deserved better.
Carnivàle (2003-05): While it isn’t an
overtly political work, I can’t pass up any
opportunity to praise Carnivàle, HBO’s fantastic two-season series about a mythical
showdown between good and evil as witnessed and influenced by a traveling carnival
in the hardest-hit corners of the Great Depression’s Dust Bowl. Though it only briefly
addresses politics head-on late in the second
season, it’s clear that the geniuses behind
the program bear liberal sympathies, as the
villains decry the heresies of evolutionary
theory, the rampant godlessness of international bankers’ cabals and the socialism
of the New Deal. (What’s more, two of the
nobler carnival workers briefly listen to one
of FDR’s fireside chats in
the inaugural episode). So
if you’ve burned through
HBO’s more politicallyfocused but flashier Rome,
give Carnivàle a spin—the
delectably historic American lingo alone is worth
the screening time. O

“Path to War’s clinical detachment both
demonstrates that the madness that was
the Vietnam War was not only the product
of tragically misguided leadership but also
a gung-ho voting public.”

‘JOKE DRY LIKE DESERT’

Two middle-aged male friends are sitting on a bench,
chatting about their recent sexual encounters. One
turns to the other and says, “I love sleeping with
twenty four-year-olds.” His friend asks, “Why.” He
responds, “because there’s twenty of them.”

BY

MICHAEL TUCKER

T

MICHAEL TUCKER

he election is around
the corner and, if you’re
anything like me, you’re
probaby as giddy as a school
girl! I just want to sing and
pick dasies and frolic through
fields. At least, I am under the
impression I should feel this
way. But I don’t.
Maybe I’m just a starry-eyed,
idealistic college student, and this
debacle is as good as it gets. But
are we really content with that? Our
country was founded on the belief that the

federal government is a neccessary evil, that
dissent is patriotic. Why then are we slurping every spoonful of politicial dribble?
Instead of genuine democracy, we are
settling for some deformed bastard child, a
political pageant with all the actors prim and
proper and eager to recite their rhetoric.
The president will be the most powerful man in the world, and these are the
best we could find? A stodgy old man who
couldn’t be anymore detatched from the
American experience? A junior senator
from Illinois with practically no experience
outside of his own self-promotion? If McCain is elected, we are fucked. If Obama’s
our Messiah, call me an athiest. O
November 3, 2008
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The Power of Politics
HOW

THE

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT DISPLAYS ITS AUTHORITY.
BY

BRIAN MCLOONE

JIM BOWEN

W

hy, when Congress decides this
or that, does this or that very
often happen? In short, where
does Congress get its power?
While this question might seem simple
enough, an attempt to answer it leads us into
interesting territory. For we can’t simply say
Congress has power because the
Constitution gives it power—how
can a piece of paper give power, let
alone maintain it? Rather, Congress
has power because enough of the
right people in this country believe
it has power. After all, on a physical level, Congress is just a collection of a few hundred humans walking in
and out of a big white building in the midAtlantic, making speeches, and scribbling
symbols onto paper. The reasons these
speeches and symbols have any force in the
world is because people respond to them.
And indeed, the same is true for almost every position of power. If I say “cut the Fed-

eral Interest rate,” nothing happens; if Ben
Bernake does, the whole world is affected.
But Bernake has no magical powers. Simply,
enough people believe he has the right to be
making those types of decisions that those
decisions are actually enforced. This idea
has been understood for some time, going

the power, and who has the rights—are salient in peoples’ minds, so as not to be easily disturbed. In effect, governments want
to remind us who is in charge, and—almost
as important—who isn’t. How do they accomplish this? Monuments and statues are
a predominant tool. In the US, our marble
relics—the Jefferson Memorial,
Arlington
cemetery—suggest
some coherent narrative of historical events and often reference
the blood that’s been spilled to
make sure they persist. For its
own part, the supposed mecca
of “liberal elites,” Hollywood, is
quite adept at defecating out mindless nationalistic tomes like Saving Private Ryan and
Pearl Harbor, which portray good ol’ farm
white boys fighting in a sanitary war to defend America, the land of greatness. Sporting events have recently become “nationalized” in a certain sense, too: Now, prior to
major games, giant fighter jets—you know,

“For its own part, the supposed
mecca of ‘liberal elites,’ Hollywood, is
quite adept at defecating out mindless
nationalistic tomes.”
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at least back to Foucault, and more recently
with the American philosopher John Searle.
At a basic level, revolutions require a
reformulation of what figures and what institutions have authority and legitimacy in
social affairs. Governments, for that reason,
try their best to make sure the old ways of
doing things—the old beliefs about who has
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the ones that bomb people—fly overhead,
with the voyeurs down below clapping for
god knows what reason. While the manifestations are different in these
various cases, the underlying
effect is the same: They remind citizens just who runs
things here.
One of the interesting features of the time we
live in is the extent to which
the status quo persists on
the back of the mainstream
media, which asks questions
like “Is Sarah Palin qualified
to be president?” but never
“Should George W. Bush
be tried for war crimes?”
or “How is the bombing
of a building in Iraq different from bombing one in
New York?” The first type
of question promotes the
prevailing attitudes of the
established system, which
assumes there will be a
president in the next four
years. The second two don’t,
as it is quietist in regard to
its entailments. Like above,
most topics you’ll see on
the news require little if any
deviation from the underlying assumptions of who has
power and legitimacy; and
often, the issues are framed
in such a way that this power
is enhanced.
But we see this legitimacy sunder a bit when the government can’t
handle the tasks it is supposed to. Consider
Hurricane Katrina. For many, it was unbelievable how inept and impotent FEMA and
the Department of Homeland Security ap-

government isn’t as powerful as it claims to
be. The great documentary film called The
Weather Underground describes how people
like William Ayers and his associates were sure that, once
they started their bombings,
the FBI would catch them in
no time at all. But that didn’t
happen. What they realized
is that they had been indoctrinated by the myth that the
government is all-powerful,
that crime fighters always got
their men.
Both campaigns in this
election season—the longest “season” of them all—
have spent a mind-numbing
amount of time on the idea
of “change.” I hope, if Barack Obama wins, that this
happens; also, I’m excited that
we get to see if it will happen, to
see if the Democrats can actually get some good done, or
ROBERT CATALANO if they’ve become completely
corrupt. But, I’m also worried
that we’re imbuing Obama
with an artificially high degree
of power. For in Washington
these days, it doesn’t matter so
much if your average citizen
believes you have the power
to make choices, but whether
the right citizens do—namely,
the heads of financial institutions, lobbyists, etc. As long
as these people still determine
who has power and how that
before, maybe this naiveté motivates so- power can be used, then real, structural
called “9/11-truthers.” How on earth could the change seems to be a long ways off, and we
government not have been able to shoot those planes can only move gradually toward a more ethidown before they crashed into the World Trade Cen- cal future—probably a future that Obama
ter and the Pentagon? Well, maybe because the himself very much wants. O
peared. I thought our government was all-powerful,
all-wise, how could it not deal with an internal problem of this sort? As has been suggested often

“For in Washington these days, it
doesn’t matter so much if your average citizen believes you have the power
to make choices, but whether the right
citizens do – namely, the heads of financial institutions, lobbyists, etc.”

JIM BOWEN
November 3, 2008
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EXCURSIONS

Café Luna Offers Delicious
Food and Relaxing Jazz

BY

SARAH KORONES

A

ny mention of the words “live
jazz” and I automatically think of
a crowd of sophisticated urbanites dressed all in black and chain-smoking
endless streams of cigarettes. So when
a friend of mine entertained the idea of
checking out some jazz shows in Boston
I was somewhat dubious but very much
intrigued. After consulting another friend
with a passion for jazz, we decided to venture to Café Luna in Cambridge as it had
been touted as a great place to listen to
jazz in a more intimate setting.
The route to Café Luna is very straightforward—just three short stops on the Red
Line to Central Square followed by a pleasant walk down Mass Ave. My friend and I
found it without any difficulty despite our
inherent lack of any sense of direction.
Upon arriving at the café, we could see
that the place was bustling—a fact made
visible by the crowd spilling through the
door and onto the sidewalk. After weaving
through the throng of café-goers, we managed to make our way into the restaurant
and snagged the last open table. With its
dim lighting and black and white photographs lining the walls, the café had the
feel of a hip coffeehouse without any of
the pretension that often surrounds such
establishments. The café consisted of one
small room with tables and chairs on one
side and a counter with wine, food, and
coffee on the other. The closely packed
tables and tight quarters only added to the
intimate feel of the place.
As I surveyed the room, I realized that
I was surrounded not by a group of snooty,
intellectual jazz lovers as I had imagined
I might be, but was instead amidst an incredibly eclectic and diverse clientele. The
audience included everyone from young
hipsters who had no qualms about getting
up and dancing to older couples who simply sat back and nodded their heads to the
music.
The performer of the night was singer Maria McNeil. A petite young woman,
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McNeil unassumingly
took the stage in jeans
and a sweater and belted
out a few luscious tunes
with a voice that seemed
to come out of nowhere.
McNeil and her band
played two sets, each of
which lasted about an
hour. The music served
as the main attraction forr
some tables, as many eyess
d
were glued to McNeil and
her microphone the entiree
e.
time that she was on stage.
For others, the jazz seemed
to serve as a background soundtrack for
the conversations and fun they were already having.
Once the band had finished playing
and McNeil had sung her last note, the
place quieted down and I was able to talk
to the owner of Café Luna, Matt Haymer,
for a few minutes. An extremely amiable
man, Haymer was more than willing to sit
down and share his experiences in running
the restaurant with me. Haymer explained
that he started to bring in jazz performers to the café because of the ability of
jazz to cross over different cultures. This
unique ability is important to Haymer as
he has a very international clientele, made
up mostly of nearby MIT students and
professors. Haymer’s warm demeanor reflected the welcoming atmosphere of the
entire café. He stressed multiple times that
he doesn’t want his customers to feel pressured to buy food or leave immediately
after they have finished eating. He would
much rather they stay, enjoy themselves,
and appreciate the music. In a world of
rushed meals and busy schedules, Café
Luna’s outlook on leisure and repose is a
breath of fresh air.
Café Luna provided the ideal setting
for a relaxing evening of jazz. However,
the establishment is not limited to late
night drinks and low-key music. The café
is open for breakfast, lunch, and dinner
and boasts an impressive menu of paninis,
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salads, and specialty sandwiches (all
for under $10!). With free wireless and a
coffee bar stocked with caffeinated beverages, Café Luna is also an ideal place to set
up camp for a long night of studying.
Delicious food and drinks, soothing
live music, and a friendly staff make Café
Luna the perfect place to stay and unwind
for as long as you want. O
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Café Luna is located at 403 Massachusetts Avenue in Cambridge, MA. Its hours are Monday
7:30 am- 6:00 pm, Tuesday and Wednesday
7:30 am- 9:00 pm, Thursday and Friday 7:30
am- 11:00 pm, Saturday 10:00 am- 11:00 pm,
and Sunday 10:00 am- 6:00 pm. Café Luna has
live jazz performances Thursday-Saturday nights
and Saturday-Sunday brunches.
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Grafton Street Puts a
Modern Twi st on “Pub”
BY

T

ELIZA WALTERS

here’s more to Harvard Square
than the unusually large Au Bon
Pain and John Harvard’s. Set just
on the outskirts of the square is Grafton
Street Pub & Grill. Grafton Street puts a
twist on the definition of “pub,” serving
up contemporary American fare in a sophisticated, yet dim and relaxed setting.
Grafton Street has an ideal location
in Harvard Square. While the pub is far
enough removed from the traffic and bustling crowds in the center of square, it is a
quick and easy walk down Mass Ave. from
the Harvard T stop—making it simple to
find for even the most novice explorers.
Upon entering, the service at Grafton
Street is warm and inviting. The hostess
immediately seats anyone with a reservation and make those waiting for a table
comfortable at the large bar, which is
decked out with plush leather stools and a
wide variety of beers, many of which are
on tap.
Grafton Street is accommodating to
any party size, although the cozy, round,
leather booths for larger parties are particularly desirable. The tables are all set far
enough apart and are in their own nooks
and corners so that nothing feels too
crammed. The atmosphere is definitely
pub-like, with a relaxed, natural color
scheme and beer paintings decorating the
walls. However, the pub has a more upscale, sophisticated, and modern vibe than
many other pubs, making it the perfect
place for a low-key dinner with friends or
parents, or a date.
Like the atmosphere, the food is also
quite unique from that at other pubs.
Grafton Street serves lunch and dinner
seven days a week and brunch on Sundays.
For dinner, the pub offers several seafood
appetizers, all close to $10, as well as delicious New England Clam Chowder and a
“Soup of the Moment.” A surprising, but
delectable dinner entrée is the seasonal

“Pumpkin Ravioli,” which is both sweet
and rich, and priced at $15.95. Other
entrée options include Fisherman’s Stew
($18.95) and the Delicatta Squash Risotto
($14.95). Grafton Street also offers more
classic options such as the creamy and delicious Macaroni and Cheese ($11.95), the
Grafton Burger ($10.95), and a variety of
flatbread pizzas ($9.95-$11.95). The dinner
menu truly caters to all types.
While a pub may not seem to be
the obvious choice for breakfast food,
Grafton Street is an excellent and highly
recommended choice for Sunday brunch.
Grafton Street’s Buttermilk Pancakes
($6.95) are a huge hit. They are light and
fluffy and are served with berries and a
sweet and interesting honey-vanilla butter.
The Grafton Corned Beef Hash ($10.95),
like so many other items at Grafton Street,
puts a special and flavorful twist on a classic. The hash is served with large pieces
of corned beef, potatoes, onions, peppers,
and sweet potatoes, which make it a perfect, hearty choice for fall. Another classics twist is the Summer Benedict ($9.95)
with roasted tomatoes and basil hollandaise. The pub also offers basics such as
eggs, French toast, bacon, and home fries,
which are perfect—big chunks of Yukon
Gold potatoes that are not too heavily seasoned. The brunch at Grafton Street is
well worth the short, one-T-stop ride from
Broken Yolk.
The breadth of options at Grafton
Street for lunch, brunch, and dinner makes
it both kid and picky-eater friendly, and the
range of prices makes it easy to fit your
meal to your budget. Grafton Street is a
casual, yet sophisticated pub with both
modern and classic options—it is a trip
beyond Au Bon Pain and John Harvard’s
well worth taking. O

Grafton Street Pub & Grill is located at 1230
Massachusetts Avenue in Cambridge, MA. The
pub is open for lunch and dinner seven days a
week and brunch on Sundays.
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antasia was clever because it was a nightmare disguised as an animated symphony,”
she said at the conclusion of his smoking and the credits. “The musical brooms are
terrifying. The way they try to drown Mickey with buckets of water,” she was saying
as the blue screen refracted off the walls. Rick was packing and rolling a cigarette
when she said it. He was watching Charlene’s face, the shiny reflections of the actors’
names and characters scrolling in her eyes like fishbowl activity. He put the dead cigarette to his mouth just to keep something there.
“My brother was scared of bees when he was little. There was a bit of chipped
paint on the ceiling of his bedroom, and it looked like a hole when it was dark. I
told him that bees and wasps came out of the hole at night, just so I’d be less afraid.
I’d sneak to his door and buzz until he heard me and he’d run out screaming.” He
shut off the television and lit the cigarette stub. The rift of a calming quiet filled in
between them. Rick was looking again in her eyes for the movement the television
made, but there was only the dull drone of the blue screen standing still, and then
only the flare of the match lighting: just a glint he could see in her eye whites with the
lights out. That, and the terrible sound of her breathing.
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—MOLLY RUBIN
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THE ROAD
Catch it, kid, catch it right quick and go with it, the sun
is slipping down the throat of the earth,
the crickets are screaming into a dying day
and there’s no time at all, none, so taste that smooth air and go.
When these fields smear into a smoldering horizon, keep going,
and when the twilight begins its shuddering arrival,
you’re almost there, kid, almost.
But you’ve got to be fast, you can never stop, you’ve got to go, c’mon,
count your heartbeat along the double yellow,
a pulse in the shrieking wind, a throbbing artery of asphalt, let’s go.
Oh, the day is old and you are young and these places were never right.
So look for it, don’t miss it, look for when the clouds burst into bruised purples,
when you’re far past the last winking mile marker, go, just go
until the engine is suffocating on its last desperate groan,
because it’ll come, kid, this will all finally come, you’ll see,
but only when the road collapses into the smooth creases
of those heavenly mountains and night stretches its long heavy arms
around you and the universe because only then
are you there.

—KATHLEEN BOLAND
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CAMPUS
Madwoman of Chaillot
Laugh at the economy, environment, and
politics in this timeless satirical play
November 6, 7 and 8
8 p.m. Balch Arena Theater

police

blotter

Friday, October 24th

Lube Lube Lube

Positive sex education, with lube, free gift
bags and a drag extraordinaire!
Saturday, November 8
6:30-8 p.m., Sophia Gordon

Just before midnight, Tufts police officers on Sawyer Ave. noticed the familiar wobble of an intoxicated
student. A verbal exchange only raised more questions. The student was a 19 year old female who
was returning from a “space porn” party where she had consumed 1-2 “jungle juices.” She signed a
release form for TEMS and the Somerville Fire Department ambulance and was out

“

I have no idea what a ‘space porn’ party is.

”

of sight, but not out of mind. Sergeant McCarthy remains puzzled. “Space porn, that’s
what it says… I have no idea what a space porn party is.” Nevertheless, Tufts students should feel
proud that their school maintains such intergalactic renown
for their parties.

Thursday, October 23rd
At the witching hour of 11:11 p.m. Tufts
responded to a quiet hours noise complaint,
at the request of the R.A. at Lewis Hall. The
R.A. related that several noisy and stubborn
students refused to come out of their room,
which was the epicenter of music and loud
talking. Upon opening the room, the police
found a guilty, but un-arrestable, stereo
system that had been left on. It was then
decided that the loud talking was coming
from the room adjacent. Police entered this
room and found, among students chatting
noisily, a table with several cans of beer.
The students were all identified, even the one who was hiding in the closet. Officers also recognized the table as
stolen property belonging to a rental company. Too bad it did not fit in the closet. O
—Illustrated and compiled by Ryan Stolp
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